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Beautiful open plan Villa in Thailand!
Koh Tao Villa, Thailand

Located on an elevated plot on the island of koh tao to the south east of thailand, in the ‘gulf of
thailand’, this magical plot has panoramic views of the ocean. This simple rendered contemporary
solution with mono pitched roof and elegant fixed glass surrounding a double height living space
with louvers to the upper level to prevent the building from overheating. The lower section of this
space has sliding doors to provide a dramatic living space with cantilevered stairs, open dining
and extraordinary views befitting of this wonderful location.

Click for full project description

Below are some more images...

Click for full project description/more images of Koh Tao Villa

High Wycombe House

Located on the outer edge of High Wycombe this residential plot
sites on the outermost edge of the town and as such has a befitting
connection to the surrounding woodland. This offers an opportunity
for the house to address the ribbon development street scene but
also the adjacent wood. The building is compact and efficient and
provides an open L-shaped plan focused on the woodland. 

Click for full project description

The exciting contemporary Residence Curzon Park North is in the
process of being built, due for completion in Sping 2017.

Hadley Wood, Barnet

A replacement dwelling created as a contemporary and sustainable
family home located in hadley wood. the residence has been
designed to blend within the open fields located on one side of the
site. stylish glazing systems have been used to optimise the
stunning landscape views from the back of the property. 

Click for full project description

The Euro 2016 is in full swing so
we thought it would be fun to
have a sweepstake, both
bedford & birmingham are
involved. Everyone contributes
£1, winner takes all!  

We had another international
lunch with the Bedford Team in
May. We had loads to eat
including home made bread, a
spanish omelette, a crumble and
lots of other delicious goodies!

Some lovely new faces joining
our Team. Bob Moxon started
last summer at our Birmingham
team as an assistant (Only just
got a photo of him!). Amy
Flecknell has joined as an
Admin Assistant, While Marie
Bromilow has joined as an
Associate, both of which are
working in the Bedford Office
and have  May,

Recent planning approvals...

- 250m2 house extension in
Alconbury Weston,
Huntingdonshire
- 330m2 barn conversion -
change of use from agricultural
to residential in Lifton, West
Devon 
- Conversion of agricultural barn
to a dwelling on a green belt
site, Soulbury Buckinghamshire
 

As the chairman for RIBA East,
Nicolas presented the RIBA East
Student Award 2016 to Rafael
Viegas Ramos from Norwich
University of the Arts. Seen
above are them both discussing
Rafaels winning project!
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 Want to know more about what we can do for you?
 t: 01525 406677 /  0121 231 3395  e: info@nicolastyearchitects.co.uk  w: www.nicolastyearchitects.co.uk

 

Nicolas Tye Architects is a RIBA Chartered Practice based in central England working on projects all over the
United Kingdom and Internationally. We are a design focused world class multiple award winning studio

and pride ourselves with the highest quality of service to our clients.
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